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Birational geometry for the covering of a nilpotent orbit closure II
Yoshinori Namikawa
Introduction
Let O be a nilpotent orbit of a complex semisimple Lie algebra g and let π0 : X
0 → O
be the universal covering. Then π0 extends to a finite covering π : X → O¯. A birational
projective morphism f : X˜ → X is called a Q-factorial terminalization if X˜ has only
Q-factorial terminal singularities and f is crepant (i.e. KX˜ = f
∗KX). In the previous
article [Na, Part 1], we have explicitly constructed a Q-factorial terminalization X˜ of
X when g is a classical simple Lie algebra. In the present article we count how many
different Q-factorial terminalizations X has. The main idea is to construct the universal
Poisson deformation X˜ → H2(X˜,C) of X˜ and look at the action of the Weyl group
W (X) on the base space H2(X˜,C). For the definition and the properties of the Weyl
groupW (X), see [Na 2, §1] and [Na 4]. In fact, H2(X˜,R) is divided into a finite number
of chambers, and the movable cone Mov(X˜) is a union of some chambers. The Weyl
group W (X) acts on H2(X˜,R) and Mov(X˜) is a fundamental domain for this W (X)-
action. Each chamber inside Mov(X˜) corresponds to a Q-factorial terminalization of X .
Hence
♯{Q− factorial terminalizations of X} = ♯{chambers}/|W (X)|.
Let us recall how we constructed a Q-factorial terminalization X˜ of X . Let Q be a
parabolic subgroup of a complex semisimple Lie group G. Fix a maximal torus T of
Q. Then we have a Levi decomposition Q = U · L. Here U is the unipotent radical
and L is the Levi subgroup containing T . Let q = n ⊕ l be the corresponding direct
sum decomposition, where n = Lie(U) and l = Lie(L). Let O′ be a nilpotent orbit of l.
Then there is a unique nilpotent orbit O of g such that O meets n + O′in a non-empty
Zariski open set of n + O′. In such a case we say that O is induced from O′ and write
O = Indgl (O
′). There is a generically finite map
µ : G×Q (n+ O¯′)→ O¯ ([g, z]→ Adg(z)),
which we call a generalized Springer map. We write O′ as L/Lz for z ∈ O′. Put
(X ′)0 := L/(Lz)0 and consider an etale covering X0 → O′. Let X ′ → O¯′ be the
associated finite covering. By definition, the Q-action on n + O¯′ lifts to a Q-action on
n+X ′. Hence we can make G×Q (n+X ′) and get a commutative diagram
G×Q (n+X ′)
µ′
−−−→ Z
pi′
y y
G×Q (n+ O¯′)
µ
−−−→ O¯,
(1)
where Z is the Stein factorization of µ ◦ π′. For a given X , if we can find a suitable
(G,Q,O′, X ′) so that Z = X and X ′ has Q-factorial terminal singularities, then X˜ :=
1
G ×Q (n + X ′) would give a Q-factorial terminalization of X . In [Na, Part 1] we have
done this when g is classical and X → O¯ is a finite covering associated with the universal
covering of O.
Therefore, in this article, we start with the situation where a commutative diagram
G×Q (n+X ′)
µ′
−−−→ X
pi′
y y
G×Q (n+ O¯′)
µ
−−−→ O¯,
(2)
is already given and µ′ is a Q-factorial terminalization of X . Put
NG(L, T ) := {g ∈ G | gTg
−1 = T, gLg−1 = L}.
Then NG(L, T ) acts on l. We assume the following two conditions
(1) X ′ has only Q-factorial terminal singularities.
(2) NG(L, T ) stabilizes O
′.
Note that these conditions are actually satisfied for (G,Q,O′, X ′) constructed in [Na,
Part 1]. Let k be the center of l. Then the solvable radical r of q is written as
r = k⊕ n.
The adjoint Q-action stabilizes r+ O¯′ ⊂ r⊕ l and one can make a space G×Q (r+ O¯′).
Write x ∈ r+ O¯′ as x = x1 + x2 + x3, where x1 ∈ k, x2 ∈ n and x3 ∈ O¯
′. Define a map
η : G×Q (r+ O¯′)→ k
by [g, x] ∈ G×Q(r+O¯′)→ x1. Since G×
Q(r+X ′) is a finite cover of G×Q(r+O¯′), we have
a map G×Q (r+X ′)→ k. This map is a flat map with the central fiber G×Q (n+X ′).
Moreover, it is actually the universal Poisson deformation of G ×Q (n + X ′) and k is
identified with H2(G×Q (n+X ′),C). We put
Zl,X′ := Spec Γ(G×
Q (r+X ′),O).
As the suffix indicates, Zl,X′ only depends on the Levi part l and X
′. By definition,
there is a map Zl,X′ → k whose central fiber is X . By the general theory of the Poisson
deformation of a conical symplectic variety, the Weyl group W (X) for X acts on both k
and Zl,X′ so that the induced map Zl,X′/W (X) → k/W (X) gives the universal Poisson
deformation of X :
G×Q (r+X ′) −−−→ Zl,X′/W (X)y y
k −−−→ k/W (X)
(3)
The main result of this article is an explicit description of the W (X) (Theorem 9). In
[Na 1] we already observed that a certain finite group W ′ acts on k. The group W ′ is
defined as W ′ := NG(L, T )/NL(T ), where
NL(T ) := {g ∈ L | gTg
−1 = T}.
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Here we put
Yl,O′ := Spec Γ(G×
Q (r+O′),O).
The map Zl,X′ → k factorizes as
Zl,X′ → Yl,O′ → k.
Then the Galois group Aut(Zl,X′/Yl,O′) is isomorphic to the Galois group Aut((X
′)0/O′).
The groupW ′ acts on Yl,O′, but does not act on Zl,X′ in general. Instead ofW
′ we consider
a new group W˜ ′ obtained as an extension of W ′ by Aut((X ′)0/O′):
1→ Aut((X ′)0/O′)→ W˜ ′ →W ′ → 1
Then W˜ ′ acts on Zl,X′ in such a way that the map Zl,X′ → k is W˜
′-equivariant. Since
W ′ fixes the origin 0 ∈ k, an element of W˜ ′ acts on the central fiber X of Zl,X′ → k as
an element of Aut(X/O¯). In this way we have a homomorphism
ρX : W˜
′ → Aut(X/O¯).
We then define
WX := Ker(ρX).
This WX equals the Weyl group W (X) (Theorem 9). We remark that Losev [Lo, Propo-
sition 4.6] has given a similar description of W (X) when X ′ is the normalization of O¯′.
In this case we do not need to take W˜ ′.
In §2 we first show that ρX is surjective. This is enough to calculate |WX |. But we
need more information on ρX to know the structure of WX . When g is a classical simple
Lie algebra, we study ρX(w˜) for an element w˜ ∈ W˜
′ such that its image w ∈ W ′ is a
reflection. In §3, we actually count the numbers of Q-factorial terminalizations of X in
two examples as an application of the theory developed in the previous sections.
Acknowledgement. The author thanks Ivan Losev for letting him know Proposition
4.6 in [Lo] after the first version of this paper was written.
§ 1.
Let G be a complex semisimple Lie group and let Q be a parabolic subgroup of G.
We take a maximal torus T of G so that T ⊂ P . Let Q = U ·L be the Levi decomposition
with T ⊂ L and let q = n ⊕ l be the corresponding direct sum decomposition, where
n = Lie(U) and l = Lie(L). Let O′ ⊂ l be a nilpotent orbit. Then we have a generalized
Springer map
µ : G×Q (n+ O¯′)→ g, [g, x]→ Adg(x).
The image of µ is the closure O¯ of a certain nilpotent orbit O of g. We write O′ as L/Lz
for z ∈ O′. Put (X ′)0 := L/(Lz)0 and consider an etale covering X0 → O′. Let X ′ → O¯′
be the associated finite covering. Then we have a finite covering n+X ′ → n+ O¯′, where
n + X ′ is, by definition, a product of an affine space n with an affine variety X ′. The
Q-action on n+ O¯′ lifts to a Q-action on n+X ′. We assume
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(1) X ′ has only Q-factorial terminal singularities.
We can make G×Q (n+X ′) and get a commutative diagram
G×Q (n+X ′)
µ′
−−−→ X
pi′
y piy
G×Q (n+ O¯′)
µ
−−−→ O¯,
(4)
where X is the Stein factorization of µ ◦ π′. X is a conical symplectic variety and µ′
gives a Q-factorial terminalization of X .
Let k be the center of l. We put h := Lie(T ). Then the root system Φ is determined
from (g, h). The quotient ls.s := l/k is a semisimple Lie algebra, and h/k is a Cartan
subalgebra of ls.s. The root system Φl for (ls.s, h/k) is a root subsystem of Φ. We have
k = {h ∈ h | α(h) = 0, ∀α ∈ Φl}.
We define
kreg := {h ∈ k | α(h) 6= 0 ∀α ∈ Φ \ Φl}.
The solvable radical r of q is written as
r = k⊕ n.
The adjoint Q-action stabilizes r+ O¯′ ⊂ r⊕ l and one can make a space G×Q (r+ O¯′).
Write x ∈ r+ O¯′ as x = x1 + x2 + x3, where x1 ∈ k, x2 ∈ n and x3 ∈ O¯
′. Define a map
η : G×Q (r+ O¯′)→ k
by [g, x] ∈ G ×Q (r + O¯′) → x1. This is a well-defined map; in fact, for q ∈ Q, we have
(Adq(x1))1 = x1, Adq(x2) ∈ n and Adq(x3) ∈ n+O¯
′. By definition η−1(0) = G×Q (n+O¯′)
and η gives a flat deformation of G×Q (n+ O¯′) over k. Moreover, the Q-action on r+ O¯′
lifts to a Q-action on r +X ′. Then G×Q (r+X ′) is a finite covering of G×Q (r+ O¯′).
We have a commutative diagram
G×Q (n+X ′) −−−→ G×Q (r+X ′)
pi′
y Π′y
G×Q (n+ O¯′) −−−→ G×Q (r+ O¯′)y ηy
{0} −−−→ k,
(5)
where η ◦ Π′ gives a flat deformation of G×Q (n +X ′) over k. Note that k is naturally
identified with H2(G ×Q (r +X ′),C). In fact, H2(G ×Q (r + X ′),C) = Pic(G ×Q (r +
X ′))⊗Z C and we have isomorphisms
Homalg.gp(L,C
∗) ∼= Pic(G/Q) ∼= Pic(G×Q (r+X ′))
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The isomorphism h → h∗ determined by the Killing form sends k ⊂ h isomorphically
onto the subspace Homalg.gp(L,C
∗)⊗Z C ⊂ h
∗.
Let us consider a fiber of η. For t ∈ k, η−1(t) = G×Q (t + n+ O¯′).
Lemma 1 ([Na 3, Lemma (3.5)]) For t ∈ kreg, any orbit of the Q-variety t+ n+ O¯′
is of the form Q(t + y) with y ∈ O¯′.
Let W be the Weyl group of g with respect to h. We consider the adjoint quotient
map χ : g→ h/W . Let G · (r+ O¯′) ⊂ g be the space of all G-translates of the elements
of r+ O¯′. We denote by the same χ the restriction of χ to G · (r+ O¯′). By [Na 3, p. 21],
the following diagram commutes
G×Q (r+ O¯′) −−−→ G · (r+ O¯′)
η
y χy
k
ι
−−−→ h/W,
(6)
where the top horizontal map is defined by [g, x]→ Adg(x) and ι is the composite of the
natural inclusion k→ h and the quotient map h→ h/W . By Lemma 1,
G · (r+ O¯′) = G · (kreg + O¯′).
Note that k only depends on the Levi part l of q. Hence G · (r+ O¯′) depends only on l
and O′.
The commutative diagram above induces a commutative diagram
G×Q (r+ O¯′) −−−→ k×h/W G · (r+ O¯
′)
η
y y
k
id
−−−→ k
(7)
We put NG(T ) := {g ∈ G | gTg
−1 = T}, NG(L, T ) := {g ∈ NG(T ) | gLg
−1 = L} and
NL(T ) := {g ∈ L | gTg
−1 = T}. Then T ⊂ NL(T ) ⊂ NG(L, T ) ⊂ NG(T ). The Weyl
group W for G is defined as W := NG(T )/T and the Weyl group W (L) for L is defined
as W (L) := NL(T )/T . We have inclusions
W (L) ⊂ NG(L, T )/T ⊂W.
Define
W ′ := NG(L, T )/NL(T ).
Obviously W ′ is the quotient of NG(L, T )/T by W (L). Then W
′ acts on k and the map
ι : k → h/W factorizes as k → k/W ′ → h/W . Here k/W ′ is the normalization of ι(k).
Let G · (r+ O¯′)n be the normalization of G · (r+ O¯′). Then the map G · (r+ O¯′)→ h/W
factors through k/W ′. Hence
(k×h/W G · (r+ O¯
′))n = (k×k/W ′ G · (r+ O¯
′)n)n.
We denote this variety by Yl,O′. As the notation indicates, Yl,O′ depends only on l and
O′. Let W ′ act on k in the usual way and act trivially on G · (r+ O¯′)n. Then W ′ acts on
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k×k/W ′ G · (r+ O¯
′)n; hence acts on its normalization Yl,O′. Let O˜
′ be the normalization
of O¯′. Then the normalization of G×Q (r+ O¯′) is G×Q (r+ O˜′). There is a natural map
G×Q (r+ O˜′)→ Yl,O′.
By definition NG(L, T ) acts on l. We assume that
(2) NG(L, T ) stabilizes O
′.
Then the map is a birational projective morphism by [Na 3, Proposition 3.6]. Here
let us consider the composite G×Q (r+X ′)→ G×Q (r+ O˜′)→ Yl,O′ and take its Stein
factorization Zl,X′. Then we get a commutative diagram
G×Q (r+X ′)
m′Q
−−−→ Zl,X′y y
G×Q (r+ O˜′)
mQ
−−−→ Yl,O′
(8)
We claim that Zl,X′ depends only on l and X
′ as the suffix indicates. More precisely, if
we start with another parabolic subgroup Q′ of G with Levi part L and with the same
X ′ → O¯′, then we can make a similar diagram for G ×Q
′
(r′ +X ′). We claim that the
same Zl,X′ is obtained as the Stein factorization. The claim follows from the next lemma.
In fact, by the lemma, G×Q (r+X ′) and G×Q
′
(r′ +X ′) have the same function field,
and Zl,X′ is nothing but the normalization of Yl,O′ in this field.
Lemma 2. Let Q and Q′ be parabolic subgroups of G containing L as the Levi parts.
Then there is a commutative diagram
G×Q (r+X ′)−−− → G×Q
′
(r′ +X ′)
↓ ↓
G×Q (r+ O¯′)−−− → G×Q
′
(r′ + O¯′)
↓ ↓
k×h/W G · (r+ O¯
′) = k×h/W G · (r+ O¯
′)
↓ ↓
k = k
where the 1-st and the 2-nd horizontal maps are both birational maps.
Proof. The fiber of the map G×Q (r+ O¯′)→ k over t ∈ kreg is G×Q (t+ n+ O¯′). By
Lemma 1,
(∗) G×Q (t + n+ O¯′) = G×Q (∪y∈O¯′Q · (t + y)) = ∪y∈O¯′G×
Q Q · (t + y)
Denote by Qt+y the stabilizer group of t + y. Note that Qt+y ⊂ L. In fact, assume that
q ∈ Qt+y. Put z = t + x. Since t ∈ k and y ∈ l, we have [t, y] = 0; hence, z = t + y
is the Jordan-Chevalley decomposition of z. Then Adq(z) = Adq(t) + Adq(y) is also
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the Jordan-Chevalley decomposition of z = Adq(z). This means that Adq(t) = t and
Adq(x) = x. In particular, q is contained in the centralizer Z(t) of t (in Q). Z(t) = L
because t ∈ kreg. Therefore Qt+y ⊂ L. We have
Q · (t + y) = Q×Qt+y (t + y) = Q×L L×Qt+y (t+ y) = Q×L L · (t+ y).
The right hand side of (∗) can be written as
∪y∈O¯′G×
QQ·(t+y) = ∪y∈O¯′G×
Q (Q×LL·(t+y)) = ∪y∈O¯′G×
LL·(t+y) = G×L (t+O¯′).
Changing Q by Q′, we similarly get
G×Q
′
(t + n′ + O¯′) = G×L (t+ O¯′).
As a consequence we have
G×Q (t+ n+ O¯′) = G×Q
′
(t+ n′ + O¯′).
This means that the birational map G ×Q (r + O¯′) − −− → G ×Q
′
(r′ + O¯′) is an
isomorphism over any point of kreg.
We next look at a fiber of the map G ×Q (r + X ′) → k over t ∈ kreg. The fibre is
G×Q (t+ n+X ′). We can write
t+ n+X ′ = ∪y˜∈X′Q · (t+ y˜)
because t + n + O¯′ = ∪y∈O¯′Q · (t + y). For y˜ ∈ X
′, we denote by y ∈ O¯′ its image by
the map X ′ → O¯. Let Qt+y˜ be the stabilizer group of t + y˜. Then Qt+y˜ ⊂ Qt+y. In
particular, Qt+y˜ ⊂ L. Then, by the same argument as above, we have
G×Q (t+ n+X ′) = G×L (t+X ′).
Since the right hand side depends only on L and X ′, we conclude that
G×Q (t + n+X ′) = G×Q
′
(t+ n′ +X ′).
Therefore we have a birational map
G×Q (r+X ′)−−− → G×Q
′
(r′ +X ′),
which is an isomorphism over any point of kreg. 
By definition the map m′Q : G ×
Q (r +X ′) → Zl,O′ is a birational map. For t ∈ k it
induces a map m′Q,t : G×
Q (t+ n+X ′)→ Zl,O′,t between fibers.
Lemma 3. The map m′Q,t is a birational morphism for every t ∈ k. For t ∈ k
reg, the
map m′Q,t is an isomorphism. In particular, m
′
Q is an isomorphism in codimension one.
Proof. When t = 0, the map mQ : G×
Q(r+O˜′)→ Yl,O¯′ induces a birational morphism
mQ,0 : G×
Q (n+ O˜′)→ (G · (n+ O¯′))s. Here (G · (n+ O¯′))s is the Stein factorization of
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the generalized Springer map µ : G×Q (n+ O˜′)→ G · (n+ O¯′). We have a commutative
diagram
G×Q (n+X ′)
m′
Q,0
−−−→ Zl,O′,0
pi′
y y
G×Q (n+ O˜′)
mQ,0
−−−→ (G · (n+ O¯′))s
(9)
The composite mQ,0 ◦ π
′ is a generically finite surjective map. Since m′Q has only con-
nected fibers, m′Q,0 also has connected fibers. This means that m
′
Q,0 is a birational map.
The space r + O¯′ has a natural scaling C∗-action. Let s : C∗ → Aut(r + O¯′) be the
corresponding homomorphism. We define a new C∗-action, say σ, on r+ O¯′ by the com-
posite of the map C∗ → C∗ (t→ t2) and s. Then σ lifts to a C∗-action on r+X ′. Thus
G×Q (r+X ′) has a C∗-action. We also introduce a C∗-action on k by the composite of
C∗ → C∗ (t→ t2) and the scaling action C∗ → Aut(k). Then the map G×Q (r+X ′)→ k
is C∗-equivariant. By this C∗-action we see that m′Q,t is a birational map for every t ∈ k.
We next look at the fibers over t ∈ kreg. We then have a commutative diagram
G×Q (t+ n+X ′)
m′
Q,t
−−−→ Zl,O′,ty y
G×Q (t+ n+ O˜′)
mQ,t
−−−→ Yl,O′,t
(10)
By [Na 3, Proposition 3.6], mQ,t is an isomorphism. Moreover, by Lemma 2, G ×
Q
(t+n+ O¯′) = G×L (t+ O¯′). Taking the normalizations of both sides, we have G×Q (t+
n+ O˜′) = G×L (t+ O˜′). Moreover we have G×Q (t + n+X ′) = G×L (t +X ′). Hence
Zl,O′,t is the Stein factorization of the finite surjective map G×
L (t+X ′)→ G×L (t+O˜′).
Then we see that m′Q,t is an isomorphism. 
Proposition 4 The maps Zl,X′ → k and Yl,O′ → k are both flat. Their central fibers
Zl,X′,0 and Yl,O′,0 are both normal varieties. Moreover, Zl,X′,0 = X.
Proof. This is similar to [Na 2, Lemma 2.1]. 
Let O˜′ be the normalization of O¯′. We first introduce a Poisson structure on G ×Q
(r+ O˜′) over k. In order to do this, we consider the G-equivariant map
µt : G×
Q (t+ n+ O˜′)→ g, [g, t+ x+ y]→ Adg(t+ x+ y)
for each t ∈ k. Then the image of this map coincides with the closure of an adjoint
orbit on g, say Oµt . The pull-back µ
∗
tωt of the Kostant-Kirillov form ωt on Oµt gives a
symplectic 2-form on G×Q (t + n + O′) and {µ∗tωt}t∈k determines a relative symplectic
2-form on G×Q (r+O′) over k (cf. [Na 3, Proposition 4.2]). This relative symplectic 2-
form determines a Poisson structure on G×Q (r+O′) and the Poisson structure uniquely
extends to a Poisson structure on G×Q (r+ O˜′). We next introduce a Poisson structure
on G×Q (r+X ′) over k. There is an etale finite map
G×Q (r+ (X ′)0)→ G×Q (r+O′).
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If we pull back the relative symplectic 2-form on G ×Q (r + O′) by this map, we get a
relative symplectic 2-form onG×Q(r+(X ′)0). This relative symplectic 2-form determines
a Poisson structure on G ×Q (r + (X ′)0). Moreover, such a Poisson structure uniquely
extends to a Poisson structure on G ×Q (r + X ′). Finally these Poisson structures
respectively induce Poisson structures on Yl,O′ and Zl,X′ because
Yl,O′ = Spec Γ(G×
Q (r+O′),O), Zl,X′ = Spec Γ(G×
Q (r+X ′),O).
Therefore we have:
Proposition 5. G ×Q (r + X ′) → k is a Poisson deformation of G ×Q (n + X ′).
Zl,X′ → k is Poisson deformation of X.
By assumption, NG(L, T ) acts on O
′. For each w ∈ NG(L, T ), the automorphism
Adw : O
′ → O′ lifts to an automorphism θw : (X
′)0 → (X ′)0. In fact, take a point
z ∈ O′ and write O′ = L/Lz. By the assumption Adw(z) ∈ O
′. Adw : L → L
sends Lz onto LAdw(z). Hence Adw sends the identity component (L
z)0 of Lz to the
identity component (LAdw(z))0 of LAdw(z). In particular, Adw induces an isomorphism
L/(Lz)0 → L/(LAdw(z))0. Recall that (X ′)0 = L/(Lz)0 as an L-variety. Take points
z˜, A˜dw(z) ∈ (X
′)0 lying over z, Adw(z) ∈ O
′. Then the isomorphism determines an
automorphism θw : (X
′)0 → (X ′)0 which sends z˜ to A˜dw(z). Note that, for a covering
transformation σ ∈ Aut((X ′)0/O′), the composite σ ◦ θw also gives a lifting of Adw. For
each w ∈ NG(L, T ), we consider all liftings of θw of Adw. Then these form a group
˜NG(L, T ) and one has an exact sequence
1→ Aut((X ′)0/O′)→ ˜NG(L, T )→ NG(L, T )→ 1.
˜NG(L, T ) acts on O′ by means of the map ˜NG(L, T ) → NG(L, T ). In general, the
NG(L, T )-action on O
′ does not lift to an action on (X ′)0, but the ˜NG(L, T )-action on
O′ lifts to an action on (X ′)0. This ˜NG(L, T )-action extends to an action on X ′. For
w˜ ∈ ˜NG(L, T ) we denote by w ∈ NG(L, T ) its image by the map ˜NG(L, T )→ NG(L, T ).
We define an isomorphism
φw˜ : G×
Q (r+X ′)→ G×Adw(Q) (Adw(r) +X
′), [g, y + z˜]→ [gw−1, Adw(y) + w˜(z˜)].
As is already remarked, NG(L, T ) (or its quotient group W
′) acts on Yl,O′. We have a
commutative diagram
G×Q (r+X ′)
φw˜
−−−→ G×Adw(Q) (Adw(r) +X
′)y y
Yl,O′
w
−−−→ Yl,O′
(11)
By Lemma 2, G ×Q (r + X ′) and G ×Adw(Q) (Adw(r) + X
′) are birational (not by φw˜,
but as varieties over Yk,O′), hence they have the same function field. By φw˜, the group
˜NG(L, T ) acts on the function field. We have defined Zl,X′ as the normalization of Yl,O′ in
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this field. Hence ˜NG(L, T ) acts on Zl,X′ and the map Zl,X′ → k is ˜NG(L, T )-equivariant.
Note that ˜NG(L, T )-action on Zl,X′ is not effective. Since NL(T )-action on O′ lifts to an
action on (X ′)0, NL(T ) is regarded as a subgroup of ˜NG(L, T ) and it is characterized as
the subgroup consisting the elements which act trivially on Zl,X′. Define
W˜ ′ := ˜NG(L, T )/NL(T ).
Then we have an exact sequence
1→ Aut((X ′)0/O′)→ W˜ ′ →W ′ → 1
and W˜ ′ acts on Zl,O′. Let us consider the central fiber Zl,O′,0 of the map Zl,O′ → k. Then
Zl,O′,0 = X and W˜ ′ acts on X as a covering transformation of X → O¯. Therefore we
have a homomorphism
ρX : W˜ ′ → Aut(X/O¯).
We define WX as the kernel of ρX :
WX := Ker(ρX).
Let us consider the composite Aut((X ′)0/O′)→ W˜ ′
ρX
→ Aut(X/O¯). This is an injection.
In fact, an element τ ∈ Aut((X ′)0/O′) determines an automorphism
φτ : G×
Q (n+X ′)→ G×Q (n+X ′), [g, x+ y˜]→ [g, x+ τ y˜],
which induces an automorphism of X over O¯. Then we get a commutative diagram
G×Q (n+X ′)
φτ
−−−→ G×Q (n) +X ′)y y
X
idX−−−→ X
(12)
This means that φτ = id and, hence τ = id. We regard Aut((X
′)0/O′) as a subgroup of
Aut(X/O¯) in this way. Then we have a commutative diagram of exact sequences
1 1y y
1 −−−→ WX −−−→ π(WX) −−−→ 1y y y
1 −−−→ Aut((X ′)0/O′) −−−→ W˜ ′
pi
−−−→ W ′ −−−→ 1
.id
y ρXy y .
1 −−−→ Aut((X ′)0/O′) −−−→ Aut(X/O¯) −−−→ Aut(X/O¯)/Aut((X ′)0/O′) −−−→ 1
(13)
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Therefore, WX can be regarded as a subgroup of W
′.
Twisting (cf. [Na 1, pp.386-388]) Define
S(L) := {Q ⊂ G | Q is a parabolic subgroup which contains L as Levi part}.
Take an element Q from S(L). Then we obtain a new element Q′ ∈ S(L) from Q by
making an operation called a twisting. We shall explain this. Fix a maximal torus T of
L. Put h = Lie(T ) and l = Lie(L). Let Φ ⊂ h∗ be the root system determined by (g, h).
If we take a basis ∆ of Φ, then we can make a Dynkin diagram D attaching an element
(= simple root) of ∆ to each vertex. Moreover, if we mark some vertices of D with back,
then it determines a parabolic subalgebra q of g. More precisely, let I ⊂ ∆ be the set
of simple roots corresponding to unmarked vertices. Let ΦI be the root subsystem of Φ
generated by I, and put Φ−I := ΦI ∩ Φ
−, where Φ− is the set of negative roots. Then
q = h⊕
⊕
α∈Φ−
I
gα ⊕
⊕
α∈Φ+
gα
is a parabolic subalgebra of g. For β ∈ ∆−I, we make a new marked Dynkin diagram D¯
from D by erasing the marking of β. By definition, the set I¯ of unmarked simple roots
for D¯ is I∪{β}. The new marked Dynking diagram D¯ determines a parabolic subalgebra
q¯. The unmarked verices of D¯ determines a Dynkin subdiagram, which is decomposed
into the disjoint sum of the connected component containing β and the union of other
components. Correspondingly, we have a decomposition I¯ = Iβ ∪ I
′
β with β ∈ Iβ. Let l¯
be the Levi part of q¯ containing h, and let z(¯l) be is its center. Then l¯/z(¯l) is decomposed
into the direct sum of simple factors. Let l¯β be the simple factor corresponding to Iβ ,
and let l¯′β be the direct sum of other simple factors. Then
l¯/z(¯l) = l¯β ⊕ l¯
′
β.
Put qβ := q ∩ l¯β. Then qβ is a parabolic subalgebra of l¯β. Let π : l¯ → l¯/z(¯l) be the
quotient map. Note that
q¯ = l¯⊕ n(q¯),
q = π−1(qβ ⊕ l¯
′
β)⊕ n(q¯).
Let ΦIβ be the root subsystem of Φ generated by Iβ. We put hβ := h/z(¯l) ∩ l¯β. Then
ΦIβ is the root system for (¯lβ, hβ). The root system ΦIβ has a standard involution −1.
There is a unique involution φβ of l¯β which stabilizes hβ and which acts on ΦIβ as −1.
We define
q′ := π−1(φβ(qβ)⊕ l¯
′
β)⊕ n(q¯).
Then q′ is a parabolic subalgebra of g, which contains l as the Levi part. We say that q′
is a twist of q by β.
Example 6 (i) Assume that q is determined by the following marked Dynkin diagram
D
- - t
α0
❞
α1
❞
α2
- - - t
αk
- - - ❞
αn−1
❞
αn
t
αn+1
- - -
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We make a new marked Dynkin diagram D¯ by erasing the marking of αk. The
unmarked vertices of D¯ determine a non-connected Dynkin subdiagram. Its connected
component containing αk is of type An. The twist q
′ of q by αk is then determined by
the marked Dynkin diagram D′:
- - t
α0 +
∑
1≤i≤n αi
❞
-αn
❞
−αn−1
- - - t
−αk
- - - ❞
−α2
❞
−α1
t
αn+1 +
∑
1≤i≤n αi
- - -
Other simple roots in D different from {αi}0≤i≤n+1 do not have any effect by the
twist.
(ii) Assume that q is determined by the marked Dynkin diagram
- - t
α0
❞
α1
❞
α2
- - - t
αk
- - - ❞
αn−1
 
 
❅
❅
❞αn
tαn+1
The twist q′ of q by αk is then determined by the marked Dynkin diagram
- - t
α0 +
∑
1≤i≤n αi
❞
−αn
❞
−αn−1
- - - t
−αk
- - - ❞
−α2
 
 
❅
❅
❞−α1
tα1 + 2
∑
2≤i≤n−1 αi + αn + αn+1
(iii) Assume that q is determined by the marked Dynkin diagram
- - t
α0
❞
α1
❞
α2
- - - t
αk
- - - ❞
αn−1
❞
αn
=⇒ t
αn+1
The twist q′ of q by αk is then determined by the marked Dynkin diagram
- - t
α0 +
∑
1≤i≤n αi
❞
−αn
❞
−αn−1
- - - t
−αk
- - - ❞
−α2
❞
−α1
=⇒ t∑
1≤i≤n αi + αn+1
(iv) Assume that q is determined by the marked Dynkin diagram
- - t
α0
❞
α1
❞
α2
- - - t
αk
- - - ❞
αn−1
❞
αn
⇐= t
αn+1
The twist q′ of q by αk is then determined by the marked Dynkin diagram
- - t
α0 +
∑
1≤i≤n αi
❞
−αn
❞
−αn−1
- - - t
−αk
- - - ❞
−α2
❞
−α1
⇐= t
2
∑
1≤i≤n αi + αn+1
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(v) Assume that q is determined by the marked Dynkin diagram
- - t
α0
❞
α1
❞
α2
- - - t
αk
- - - ❞
αn−1
=⇒ ❞
αn
The twist q′ of q by αk is then determined by the marked Dynkin diagram
- - t
α0 + 2
∑
1≤i≤n αi
❞
−α1
❞
−α2
- - - t
−αk
- - - ❞
−αn−1
=⇒ ❞
−αn
(vi) Assume that q is determined by the marked Dynkin diagram
- - t
α0
❞
α1
❞
α2
- - - t
αk
- - - ❞
αn−1
⇐= ❞
αn
The twist q′ of q by αk is then determined by the marked Dynkin diagram
- - t
α0 + 2
∑
1≤i≤n−1 αi + αn
❞
−α1
❞
−α2
- - - t
−αk
- - - ❞
−αn−1
⇐= ❞
−αn
(vii) Let n be an odd number and let k be an integer such that 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 2.
Assume that q is determined by the marked Dynkin diagram
- - t
α0
❞
α1
❞
α2
- - - t
αk
- - - ❞
αn−2
 
 
❅
❅
❞αn−1
❞αn
Then the twist q′ of q by αk is determined by the marked Dynkin diagram
- - t
α0 + 2
∑
1≤i≤n−2 αi + αn−1 + αn
❞
−α1
❞
−α2
- - - t
−αk
- - - ❞
−αn−2
 
 
❅
❅
❞−αn
❞−αn−1
On the other hand, when k = n− 1, q is given by the marked Dynkin diagram
- - t
α0
❞
α1
❞
α2
- - - ❞ - - - ❞
αn−2
 
 
❅
❅
tαn−1
❞αn
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Then the twist q′ of q by αn−1 is determined by
- - t
α0 + 2
∑
1≤i≤n−2 αi + αn−1 + αn
❞
−α1
❞
−α2
- - - ❞ - - - ❞
−αn−2
 
 
❅
❅
❞−αn
t−αn−1
(viii) Let n be an even integer, and let k be an integer such that 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1.
Assume q is determined by the marked Dynkin diagram
- - t
α0
❞
α1
❞
α2
- - - t
αk
- - - ❞
αn−2
 
 
❅
❅
❞αn−1
❞αn
The twist q′ of q by αk is then determined by the marked Dynkin diagram
- - t
α0 + 2
∑
1≤i≤n−2 αi + αn−1 + αn
❞
−α1
❞
−α2
- - - t
−αk
- - - ❞
−αn−2
 
 
❅
❅
❞−αn−1
❞−αn
Theorem 7. (1) Every element Q ∈ S(L) is obtained from a fixed element Q0 ∈ S(L)
by a finite succession of the twists. Every Q-factorial terminalization of Zl,X′ has the
form G×Q (r+X ′) with Q ∈ S(L). Conversely, for any Q ∈ S(L), G×Q (r+X ′) gives
a Q-factorial terminalization of Zl,X′. Moreover, there is a one-one correspondence
between the set of all Q-factorial terminalizations of Zl,X′ and S(L).
(2) Every Q-factorial terminalization of X has the form G×Q(n+X ′) with Q ∈ S(L).
Conversely, for any Q ∈ S(L), G×Q (n+X ′) gives a Q-factorial terminalization of X.
Remark 8
(i) In (2) different two parabolic subgroups Q,Q′ ⊂ S(L) may possibly give the same
Q-factorial terminalization of X .
(ii) The pair (X ′, O′) is uniquely determined by X . We call (X ′, O′) the core of X .
Proof. (1) The first statement is proved in [Na 1, Theorem 1.3]. For each Q ∈ S(L),
we have isomorphisms
Pic(G×Q (r+X ′) ∼= Pic(G/Q) ∼= Homalg.gp(L,C
∗).
The nef cone Amp(G×Q (r+X ′)) ⊂ Pic(G×Q (r+X ′))⊗Z R is identified with a cone
in Homalg.gp(L,C
∗)⊗Z R. By [Na 1, Remark 1.6] we have
Homalg.gp(L,C
∗)⊗Z R =
⋃
Q∈S(L)
Amp(G×Q (r+X ′))
Fix Q0 ∈ S(L) and identify Pic(G×
Q0 (r0+X
′) with Homalg.gp(L,C
∗). Then, by Lemma
3, we have
Homalg.gp(L,C
∗)⊗Z R = Mov(G×
Q0 (r0 +X
′))
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For each Q ∈ S(L), we can identify the nef cone Amp(G ×Q (r +X ′)) as a cone inside
Mov(G×Q0 (r0 +X
′)) by the birational map
G×Q (r+X ′)−− → G×Q0 (r0 +X
′).
As in [Na, Observation 2] we can check that this identification is the same one explained
above.
(2) Once (1) is proved, (2) is proved in the same way as in [Na 1, Corollary 3.4]. 
Theorem 9. The following commutative diagram gives the universal Poisson defor-
mations of G×Q (n+X ′) and X:
G×Q (r+X ′) −−−→ Zl,X′/WXy y
k −−−→ k/WX
(14)
Proof of Theorem 9. Put 0X = π
−1(0) for π : X → O¯. Then G ×Q (r + 0X) ⊂
G×Q (r+X ′) is a closed Poisson subscheme. Moreover, G×Q (r+ 0X)→ k is a Poisson
deformation of T ∗(G/Q) = G×Q (n+ 0X). Let
pκT ∗(G/Q) : k→ H
2(T ∗(G/Q),C)
be the Poisson Kodaira Spencer map for this Poisson deformation at 0 ∈ k. Let
pκG×Q(n+X′) : k→ H
2(G×Q (n+X ′),C)
be the Poisson Kodaira Spencer map for G ×Q (r +X ′) → k at 0 ∈ k. Then pκT ∗(G/Q)
factorizes as
pκT ∗(G/Q) : k
pκ
G×Q(n+X′)
→ H2(G×Q (n+X ′),C)
res
→ H2(T ∗(G/Q)).
By [Na 2, Proposition 2.7], pκT ∗(G/Q) is an isomorphism. Then pκG×Q(n+X′) is an injec-
tion. Since dim k = dimH2(G ×Q (n + X ′),C), we see that pκG×Q(n+X′) is an isomor-
phism, which implies the versality of the Poisson deformation. But, since the Poisson
deformation functor PDG×Q(n+X′) is pro-representable by [Na 6, Corollary 2.5], we see
that G×Q (r+X ′)→ k is the universal Poisson deformation of G×Q (n+X ′). Then the
Weyl group W (X) of X acts linearly on k and there is a universal Poisson deformation
X → k/W (X)
of X (cf. [Na 4, Main Theorem]). The Poisson deformation Zl,X′ → k is nothing but the
pull back of the universal Poisson deformation by the quotient map ([ibid])
Zl,X′ −−−→ Xy y
k −−−→ k/W (X)
(15)
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ThenW (X) acts on Zl,X′ asG-equivariant Poisson automorphisms, and X = Zl,X′/W (X).
We prove that W (X) =WX .
We first show that W (X) ⊂ WX . As explained before Lemma 1, k is identified with
H2(G×Q (r+X ′),C). The W (X)-action on H2(G×Q (r+X ′),C) is defined over Q. In
particular, W (X) acts on H2(G×Q (r +X ′),R). By [Na 4, Main Theorem], H2(G ×Q
(r+X ′),R) is divided into finite number of chambers by finite linear spaces {Hi}i∈I of
codimension 1, and each chamber corresponds to an ample cone of G ×Q
′
(r′ +X ′) for
Q′ ∈ S(L). There is a finite subset J of I such thatW (X) is generated by the reflections
σi with respect to Hi with i ∈ J . Take i ∈ J and put H := Hi and σ := σi. Take a
chamber which has (an non-empty open set of )H as a codimension 1 face. This chamber
is Amp(G×P (r(p+X ′)) for some P ∈ S(L). The element σ induces an automorphism
σ : k→ k. The fiber product (G×P (r(p) +X ′))×k k fits in the commutative diagram
(G×P (r(p) +X ′))×k k
φσ
−−−→ G×P (r(p) +X ′)y y
Zl,X′ −−−→ Zl,X′y y
k
σ
−−−→ k
(16)
Here each square is the Cartesian square. Since (G×P (r(p) +X ′))×k k is a Q-factorial
terminalization of Zl,X′, one can write it as G×
P ′ (r(p′) +X ′) for some P ′ ∈ S(L).
Claim 1. There is an element w ∈ W ′ such that P = Adw(P
′).
Proof. In the commutative diagram above, let us consider the central fibers. Then
we have
G×P
′
(n(p′) +X ′)
∼=
−−−→ G×P (n(p) +X ′)
m′
P ′,0
y m′P,0y
X
id
−−−→ Xy y
{0}
σ
−−−→ {0}
(17)
The isomorphism G ×P
′
(n(p′) +X ′) ∼= G ×P (n(p) +X ′) is G-equivariant. Recall that
π−1(0) is a point for π : X → O¯. We put 0X := π
−1(0). Then the G-equivariant
isomorphism induces a G-equivariant isomorphism between m′P ′,0
−1(0X) = G/P
′ and
m′P,0
−1(0X) = G/P . If the isomorphism sends 1¯ ∈ G/P
′ to g0 ∈ G/P . By the G-
equivariace, it sends g¯ to gg0 for g ∈ G. Similarly it sends gp′ to gp′g0 for p
′ ∈ P ′.
Since g¯ = gp′ in G/P ′, we have gg0 = gp′g0 in G/P . This means that one can write
gp′g0 = gg0p with a suitable p ∈ P . Then p
′ = g0pg
−1
0 . Therefore P
′ is conjugate
P . Since P and P ′ are contained in S(L), one can write P = Adw(P
′) with a suitable
W ′ by [Na 1, Proposition 2.2]. Moreover, by the same proposition, this w is uniquely
determined. 
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The elements w and σ respectively determine automorphisms
wk : k→ k, σk : k→ k.
Claim 2. wk = σk.
Proof. When we identify k with H2(G×P (n(p) +X ′),C), the automorphism w can
be described as follows. We take a lift w˜ ∈ W˜ ′ of W ′; it is possible because W˜ ′ →W ′ is
a surjection. Let us define an isomorphism
φw˜ : G×
P ′ (r(p′) +X ′)→ G×P (r(p) +X ′)
by [g, x+ y˜]→ [gw−1, Adw(x)+ w˜(y˜)] for g ∈ G, x ∈ r(p
′) and y˜ ∈ X ′. This isomorphism
induces an isomorphism of the 2-nd cohomology
(φw˜)
∗ : H2(G×P (r(p) +X ′),C)→ H2(G×P
′
(r(p′) +X ′),C).
On the other hand, since both G×P (r(p) +X ′) and G×P
′
(r(p′) +X ′) give Q-factorial
terminalizations of Zl,O′, there is a natural identification
(m−1P ◦mP ′)∗ : H
2(G×P
′
(r(p′) +X ′),C)→ H2(G×P (r(p) +X ′),C).
Then we have
wk = (m
−1
P ◦mP ′)∗ ◦ (φw˜)
∗.
Similarly, for σ, we have already constructed an isomorphism
φσ : G×
P ′ (r(p′) +X ′)→ G×P (r(p) +X ′)
in the commutative diagram just before Claim 1. This induces an isomorphism of 2-nd
cohomology
(φσ)
∗ : H2(G×P (r(p) +X ′),C)→ H2(G×P (r(p′) +X ′),C).
Then we have
σk = (m
−1
P ◦mP ′)∗ ◦ (φσ)
∗.
It is sufficient to prove that (φw˜)
∗ and (φσ)
∗ coincides. If we restrict φw˜ and φσ to
the fibers over 0 ∈ l, then we respectively have isomorphisms φw˜,0 : G×
P ′ (n(p′)+X ′)→
G ×P (n(p) + X ′) and φσ,0 : G ×
P ′ (n(p′) + X ′) → G ×P (n(p) + X ′). Since there is a
deformation retract of G×P (r(p)+X ′) (resp. G×P
′
(r(p′)+X ′)) to G×P (n(p)+X ′),C)
(resp. G×P
′
(n(p′) +X ′)), it is enough to prove that the two maps
(φw˜,0)
∗ : H2(G×P (n(p)) +X ′),C)→ H2(G×P
′
(n(p′) +X ′),C)
and
(φσ,0)
∗ : H2(G×P (n(p)) +X ′),C)→ H2(G×P
′
(n(p′) +X ′),C)
coincide. Recall that φw˜,0 induces an automorphism ρX(w˜) ∈ Aut(X/O¯):
G×P
′
(n(p′) +X ′)
φw˜,0
−−−→ G×P (n(p) +X ′)
m′
P ′,0
y m′P,0y
X
ρX(w˜)
−−−→ X
(18)
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By definition X has a G-action and ρX(w˜) is G-equivariant. The G-action on X lifts
to a G-action on G ×P
′
(n(p′) + X ′) (resp. G ×P (n(p) + X ′)) by m′P ′,0 (resp. m
′
P,0).
Hence φw˜ is also G-equivariant. Recall that, for the covering map π : X → O¯, the
inverse image π−1(0) consists of one point 0X . Since ρX(w˜)(0X) = 0X , φw˜,0 induces a G-
equivariant isomorphism between m′−1P ′,0(0X) = G/P
′ and m′−1P,0(0X) = G/P . Let NG(P )
be the normalizer of P in G. Fix an element g0 ∈ G such that P
′ = g0Pg
−1
0 . Then
any G-equivariant isomorphism G/P ′ → G/P is written as g¯ → g¯g¯′0, g¯ ∈ G/P
′ for an
element g′0 ∈ g0NG(P ). Since P is a parabolic subgroup of G, we have NG(P ) = P . This
means that such a G-equivariant isomorphism is uniquely determined and we denote it
by fP ′,P . The inclusion map m
′−1
P ′,0(0X) → G ×
P ′ (n(p′) + X ′) induces an isomorphism
H2(G ×P
′
(n(p′) + X ′),C) ∼= H2(G/P ′,C). Similarly the inclusion map m′
−1
P,0(0X) →
G×P (n(p)+X ′) induces an isomorphism H2(G×P (n(p)+X ′),C) ∼= H2(G/P,C). Then
we have a commutative diagram
H2(G×P (n(p) +X ′),C)
(φw˜,0)
∗
−−−−→ H2(G×P
′
(n(p′ +X ′),C)
∼=
y ∼=y
H2(G/P,C)
(fP ′,P )
∗
−−−−−→ H2(G/P ′,C)
(19)
On the other hand, φσ,0 induces the identity map of X by definition. Hence we get a
commutative diagram
G×P
′
(n(p′) +X ′)
φσ,0
−−−→ G×P (n(p) +X ′)
m′
P ′,0
y m′P,0y
X
id
−−−→ X
(20)
The diagram is G-equivariant and it induces a G-equivariant isomorphism between
m′
−1
P ′,0(0X) = G/P
′ and m′−1P,0(0X) = G/P . As explained above, this G-equivariant iso-
morphism is fP ′,P . We then have a commutative diagram
H2(G×P (n(p) +X ′),C)
(φσ,0)∗
−−−−→ H2(G×P
′
(n(p′ +X ′),C)
∼=
y ∼=y
H2(G/P,C)
(fP ′,P )
∗
−−−−−→ H2(G/P ′,C)
(21)
By the two diagrams of 2-nd cohomology, we conclude that (φw˜,0)
∗ = (φσ,0)
∗; hence
(φw˜)
∗ = (φσ)
∗. 
Claim 3. One can lift the element w ∈ W ′ to an element w˜ ∈ W˜ ′ so that φσ = φw˜.
In particular, w˜ ∈ WX .
Proof. Take an arbitrary lift w˜ ∈ W˜ ′ of w ∈ W . By Claim 2 we have a commutative
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diagram
G×P (r(p) +X ′)
φw˜◦φ
−1
σ
−−−−→ G×P (r(p) +X ′)y y
Zl,X′
w˜Z◦σ
−1
Z−−−−→ Zl,X′y y
k
id
−−−→ k
(22)
Take t ∈ kreg. By the proof of Lemma 2, the fiber of G ×P (r(p) + X ′) → k over t is
isomorphic to G×L (t+X ′). Therefore the map φw˜◦φ
−1
σ induces a G-equivariant Poisson
automorphism
φw˜,t ◦ φ
−1
σ,t : G×
L (t+X ′) ∼= G×L (t+X ′).
Let us consider the map µt : G×
L (t +X ′)→ G · (t+ O¯′) ⊂ g. Take x ∈ G×L (t +X ′)
general. Then the G-orbit G · x is open dense in G×L (t+X ′). Moreover, let Oµt(x) ⊂ g
be the adjoint orbit containing µt(x). Then µt|G·x : G · x → Oµt(x) ⊂ g is the moment
map for G · x. Note that Oµt(x) is also contained in G ×
L (t + O¯′) as the open dense
G-orbit. φw˜,t ◦ φ
−1
σ,t induces a symplectic automorphism of G · x. By [B-K, Theorem 6] it
must be a deck transformation of G · x→ Oµt(x). This implies that
φw˜,t ◦ φ
−1
σ,t ∈ Aut(G×
L (t+X ′)/G×L (t+ O¯′)).
Therefore, we have
φw˜ ◦ φ
−1
σ ∈ Aut(Zl,X′/Yl,O′).
By taking a suitable lift w˜ ∈ W˜ ′ of w ∈ W ′, we have
φw˜ ◦ φ
−1
σ = id,
which means that φσ = φw˜. By definition, φσ,0 induces the identity map of Zl,X′,0(= X).
Hence we have w˜ ∈ WX . 
Claim 2 and Claim 3 imply that W (X) ⊂WX .
We next prove that WX ⊂ W (X). We assume that W (X) ( WX and derive a
contradiction. Take an element w ∈ WX −W (X). For simplicity we write CQ for the
ample cone Amp(G×Q (n+X ′)). Since Mov(G×Q (n+X ′)) is a fundamental domain for
the W (X)-action, we can take an element w0 ∈ W (X) so that w0(w · CQ) = Cw0w(Q) ⊂
Mov(G×Q (n+X ′)). By changing w by w0w, we may assume, from the first, that
Cw(Q) ⊂ Mov(G×
Q (n+X ′)).
Since w ∈ WX , we can take a lift w˜ ∈ W˜
′ so that the the following diagram commutes
G×Q (n+X ′)
φw˜,0
−−−→ G×Adw(Q) (Adw(n) +X
′)
m′Q,0
y m′w(Q),0y
X
id
−−−→ X
(23)
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By the diagram m′Q,0 and m
′
w(Q),0 give the same Q-factorization of X . This means that
CQ and Cw(Q) are the same chambers inside Mov(G ×
Q (n +X ′)). On the other hand,
since w ∈ W ′ and w 6= id, we see that CQ and Cw(Q) are different chambers. This is a
contradiction. 
We identify k with H2(G×Q (r+X ′),C) and put kR = H
2(G×Q (r+X ′),R) by the
identification. By Theorem 7, (1), kR is decomposed into finite number of chambers.
Corollary 10. The Weyl group WX acts on kR so that each chamber is sent to
another chamber. The movable cone Mov(G ×Q (n + X ′)) is a fundamental domain
of the WX-action. Mov(G ×
Q (n + X ′)) contains exactly ♯S(L)/|WX | chambers. In
particular, X has exactly ♯S(L)/|WX | different Q-factorial terminalizations.
Proof. These follow from [Na 4, Main Theorem]. We remark that the second state-
ment was first poited out in [BPW, Proposition 2.19]. 
Remark 11. We can compute the number N of the conjugacy classes in S(L) by
using the equivalence relation [Na 5, Definition 1, (ii) p. 95] in the set of marked Dynkin
diagrams. Then, by [Na 1, Proposition 2.2], we have
♯S(L) = N · |W ′|,
where W ′ is the finite group defined in Introduction. The group W ′ was studied in [Ho].
§ 2. The map ρX
Proposition 12. The map ρX : W˜
′ → Aut(X/O¯) is surjective.
Proof. The group Aut(X/O¯) acts on the universal Poisson deformation Zl,X′/WX →
k/WX equivariantly. Aut(X/O¯) does not necessarily acts effectively on the base space
k/WX . LetK ⊂ Aut(X/O¯) be the subgroup consisting of the elements which act trivially
on k/WX . Let us consider the surjection π : W˜
′ → W ′. By π, WX ⊂ W˜
′ is mapped
isomorphically onto π(WX) ⊂ W
′. Then W ′/π(WX) acts on k/WX . The injection
W˜ ′/WX → Aut(X/O¯) induces a map W
′/π(WX)→ Aut(X/O¯)/K. We shall prove that
this is an isomorphism. This is analogous to [Lo, Proposition 4.6]. If we identify g with
g∗ by the Killing form, G ·(r+O¯′) is a C∗-invariant subvariety of g∗. Look at the moment
map
Zl,X′/WX → G · (r+ O¯
′) ⊂ g∗
for the Poisson G-variety Zl,X′/WX . The moment map is unique up to an element
(g∗ ⊗C C[k/WX ])
G, where G acts trivially on C[k/WX ]. Since (g
∗)G = {0}, we see that
the moment map is unique. Since the Aut(X/O¯) action on Zl,X′/WX commutes with
the G-action, the moment map induces an injection
g→ C[Zl,X′/WX ]
Aut(X/O¯).
Let t¯, t¯′ ∈ kreg/WX be Aut(X/O¯)/K-conjugate, and let t, t
′ ∈ kreg be their lifts. Look
at the map Zl,X′/WX → k/WX . Then the fibers of the map over t¯, t¯
′ are respectively
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identified with Zl,X′,t and Zl,X′,t′ . The Aut(X/O¯)-action on Zl,X′/WX induces a G-
equivariant Poisson automorphism Zl,X′,t ∼= Zl,X′,t′ . By composing the inclusion g ⊂
C[Zl,X′/WX ] with the surjection to C[Zl,X′,t], we get a map g→ C[Zl,X′,t]. Similarly we
have a map g → C[Zl,X′,t′]. Since Aut(X/O¯) acts g trivially, we have a commutative
diagram
C[Zl,X′,t] −−−→ C[Zl,X′,t′ ]x x
g
id
−−−→ g
(24)
This induces a commutative diagram of the moment maps
Zl,X′,t −−−→ Zl,X′,t′
µt
y µt′y
g∗
id
−−−→ g∗
(25)
In particular, µt(Zl,X′,t) and µt(Zl,X′,t′) are the closure of the same coadjoint orbit of
g∗. This means that t and t′ are W ′-conjugate.
We next prove that K = Aut((X ′)0/O′). Since K acts on k/WX trivially, K acts on
Zl,X′ = k×k/WX Zl,X′/WX in such a way that it acts on k trivially. Then an element of K
determines a G-equivariant Poisson automorphism of every fiber of the map Zl,X′ → k.
By the same argument as in Claim 3 in the proof of Theorem 9, we see that
K = Aut(Zl,X′/Yl,O′) = Aut((X
′)0/O′).
Finally we look at the commutative diagram
1 1y y
Aut((X ′)0/O′) −−−→ Ky y
W˜ ′/WX −−−→ Aut(X/O¯)y y
W ′/π(WX) −−−→ Aut(X/O¯)/Ky y
1 1
(26)
The 1-st horizontal map and the 3-rd horizontal map are both isomorphisms by the
observations above. Then the middle horizontal map is an isomorphism. 
Assume that g is classical. We put kR := H
2(G×Q (r+X ′),R). Then kR⊗C = k. kR
is divided into finite number of chambers by finite linear spaces {Hi}i∈I of codimension
1 (= hyperplanes), and each chamber corresponds to an ample cone of G ×Q
′
(r′ +X ′)
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for Q′ ∈ S(L). An element w of W ′ is a reflection if w has order 2 and the fixed points
set of w on kR is a hyperplane. Such a hyperplane is contained in the set {Hi}i∈I . Recall
that there is an exact sequence
1→ Aut((X ′)0/O′)→ W˜ ′ →W ′ → 1
The composite Aut((X ′)0/O′) → W˜ ′
ρX
→ Aut(X/O¯) is an injection. Put Y := Yl,O′,0.
Then π : X → O¯ factorizes as X → Y → O¯ and Aut((X ′)0/O′) is identified with
Aut(X/Y ) ⊂ Aut(X/O¯) by the injection. Take a reflection w ∈ W ′ and its lift w˜ ∈ W˜ ′.
Consider the subgroup G(w) ⊂ W˜ ′ generated by w˜ and Aut((X ′)0/O′). Note that G(w)
is independent of the choice of the lift w˜. There are two cases.
(a) G(w) ∩WX 6= {1}.
(b) G(w) ∩WX = {1}.
In the case (a), we have ρX(G(w)) = Aut((X/Y ) by Claim 3 of Theorem 6.
Lemma 13. Assume that g is classical. In the case (b), ρX(G(w)) = Aut(X/Yw)
for a finite covering Yw → O¯ with the following properties.
π is factorized into intermediate coverings
X → Y
fw
→ Yw → O¯
with deg(fw) = 2.
Proof of Lemma 13. Let H ⊂ kR be the fixed points set of w. Take two cham-
bers which share a codimensuin 1 face F lying on H . These chambers correspond to
Amp(G ×Q (r + X ′)) and Amp(G ×Q
′
(r′) + X ′)) for some Q,Q′ ∈ S(L). The two
parabolic subgroups are related by Q = Adw(Q
′). The face F determines two birational
morphisms respectively from G×Q (r+X ′) and G×Q
′
(r′+X ′) to the same target space.
The target space is described as follows. Take a parabolic subgroup Q¯ of G in such a
way that Q ⊂ Q¯, Q′ ⊂ Q¯ and b2(G/Q¯) = b2(G/Q)−1 = b2(G/Q
′)−1. Let L¯ be the Levi
part of Q¯ such that T ⊂ L¯. We put l¯ := Lie(L¯) and n¯ := n(q¯). Define Ol¯ := ind
l¯
l(O
′).
Let Xl¯ be the Stein factorization of the composite
L¯×L¯∩Q (n(¯l ∩ q) +X ′)→ L¯×L¯∩Q (n(¯l ∩ q) + O¯′)→ O¯l¯.
Then the target space is G×Q¯ (n¯+Xl¯).
There is a commutative diagram
G×Q
′
(n′ +X ′)
m′
Q′,Q¯,0
−−−−→ G×Q¯ (n¯+Xl¯)
m′
Q,Q¯,0
←−−−− G×Q (n+X ′)y y y
G×Q
′
(n′ + O¯′)
mQ′,Q¯,0
−−−−→ G×Q¯ (n+ O¯l¯)
mQ,Q¯,0
←−−−− G×Q (n+ O¯′)
(27)
such that m′
Q′,Q¯,0
and m′
Q,Q¯,0
are the birational morphisms determined by F .
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Note that w ∈ W (L¯) for the Levi part L¯ of Q¯. Then, since w ∈ Q¯, we have a
commutative diagram
G×Q
′
(n′ +X ′)
φw˜,0
−−−→ G×Q (n+X ′)y y
G×Q¯ (n¯+ O¯l¯)
n id−−−→ G×Q¯ (n¯+ O¯l¯)
n
(28)
We put here
Yw := Spec Γ(G×
Q¯ (n¯+ O¯l¯)
n,O)
Since Y = SpecΓ(G ×Q (n + O¯′)n,O), the finite cover Y → O¯ factors through Yw:
Y
fw
→ Yw → O¯. The map fw is a generalized Springer map dtermined by an induction of
type I or of type II (see [Na, Part I, §2, §3]). Then deg(fw) = 1 or deg(fw) = 2 by [ibid,
(2.3.1), (2.3.2), (3.6.1) and (3.6.2)]. We used here the assumption that g is classical.
The map φw˜,0 : G×
Q′ (n′ +X ′) → G×P (n+X ′) induces automorphisms of X , Y and
Yw. Hence we get a commutative diagram
G×Q
′
(n′ +X ′)
φw˜,0
−−−→ G×Q (n+X ′)y y
X
w˜Z,0
−−−→ Xy y
Y
w˜Y,0
−−−→ Yy y
Yw
id
−−−→ Yw
(29)
If w˜Y,0 = id, then w˜Z,0 is an element of Aut(X/Y ). This means that G(w)∩WX 6= {1},
which contradicts the assumption. Therefore w˜Y,0 6= id. Then ρX(w˜) ∈ Aut(X/Yw), but
ρX(w˜) /∈ Aut(X/Y ). In particular, Aut(X/Yw) 6= Aut(X/Y ); hence, fw : Y → Yw is a
double cover. This means that ρX(G(w)) = Aut(X/Yw). 
Remark 14. For a reflection w ∈ W ′, let us consider the birational map m′
Q,Q¯,0
. If
m′
Q,Q¯,0
is divisorial, then case (a) occurs. If m′
Q,Q¯,0
is small (i.e. CodimExc(m′
Q,Q¯,0
) ≥ 2),
then case (b) occurs.
In fact, if m′
Q,Q¯,0
is divisorial, then one can take w˜ so that w˜Y,0 = id by Claim 3
in the proof of Theorem 9. If m′
Q,Q¯,0
is small, then m′
Q′,Q¯,0
is also small. Therefore
Amp(G ×Q
′
(n′ + X ′)) is contained in Mov(G ×Q (n + X ′). Since Q = Adw(Q
′) and
w 6= 1, the two cones Amp(G×Q (n+X ′)) and Amp(G×Q
′
(n′+X ′)) determine different
chambers inside Mov(G ×Q (n + X ′). We prove that w˜Y,0 6= id for any lift w˜ of w. In
fact, if w˜Y,0 = id, then one can assume that w˜Z,0 = id by replacing w˜ by a suitable lift
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of w. Then we have a commutative diagram
G×Q
′
(n′ +X ′)
φw˜,0
−−−→ G×Q (n+X ′)y y
X
id
−−−→ X
(30)
By the diagramG×Q
′
(n′+X ′) andG×Q(n+X ′) give the sameQ-factorial terminalization
of X . This means that
Amp(G×Q (n+X ′)) = Amp(G×Q
′
(n′ +X ′))
This is a contradiction. 
For Q ∈ S(L), we take a parabolic subgroup Q¯ of G in such a way that Q ⊂ Q¯ and
b2(G/Q¯) = b2(G/Q)− 1. Let l¯ be the Levi part of q¯. There are a nilpotent orbit Ol¯ ⊂ l,
a finite covering Xl¯ → O¯l¯ and a commutative diagram
G×Q (n+X ′)
m′
Q,Q¯,0
−−−−→ G×Q¯ (n¯+Xl¯)
pi′Q
y p¯iy
G×Q (r+ O¯′)
mQ,Q¯,0
−−−−→ G×Q¯ (n¯+ O¯l¯)
(31)
such that m′
Q,Q¯,0
is a birational map. Note that mQ,Q¯,0 is not necessarily a birational
map.
Proposition 15. Assume that g is a classical simple Lie algebra. If m′
Q,Q¯,0
is a
divisorial birational map, then mQ,Q¯,0 is a birational map. In particular, if mQ,Q¯,0 is not
a birational map, then m′
Q,Q¯,0
is a small birational map.
Proof. When g = sl(n), the map mQ,Q¯,0 is always birational. When g = sp(2n) or
so(n), the generically finite map mQ,Q¯,0 may possibly have deg(mQ,Q¯,0) ≥ 2. We prove
that Codim Exc(m′
Q,Q¯,0
) ≥ 2 if deg(mQ,Q¯,0) ≥ 2.
Case (a): g = sp(2n)
In [Na, Part 1, §2], we constructed a Q-factorial terminalization of X . For such a
Q-factorial terminalization, O′ is contained in a simple factor l0 of the Levi part l, and l0
is of type Ck. The Jordan type p = [d
rd, (d− 1)rd−1, ..., 2r2, 1r1] of O′ is then a partition
of 2k which satisfies the following conditions
(i) ri is even for each odd i,
(ii) ri 6= 0 for each even i, and
(iii) ri 6= 2 for each even i.
Moreover, X ′ → O¯′ is the finite cover associated with the universal covering of O′.
Since the core (X ′, O′) is independent of the choice of a Q-factorial terminalization of
X , we can start with this (X ′, O′).
There is a unique simple factor l¯0 of the Levi part l¯ such that l0 ⊂ l¯0. Then l¯0 is
again of type C and
Ol¯ = Ind
l¯0
l0
(O′).
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If deg(mQ,Q¯,0) ≥ 2, then it is an induction of type II (cf. [Na, Part 1, §2]) and
deg(mQ,Q¯,0) = 2. Let p¯ := [d¯
r¯d¯, (d¯ − 1)d¯r¯−1, ..., 2r¯2, 1r¯1 ] be the Jordan type of Ol¯. Two
partitions p and p¯ are related as follows. There is an even member i of p¯ with r¯i = 2,
and p¯ can be written as
p = [(d¯− 2)r¯d¯, ..., ir¯i+2 , (i− 1)r¯i+1+2+r¯i−1 , (i− 2)r¯i−2, ..., 1r¯i].
It is checked that p¯ satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) by using the fact that p satisfies
(i), (ii) and (iii). Let b be the number of distinct even members of p. Recall that
π1(O
′) = (Z/2Z)⊕b. This means that deg π′Q = 2
b. Since deg(mQ,Q¯,0) = 2 and m
′
Q,Q¯,0
is birational, we see that deg π¯ = 2b+1. Let p¯ be the number of distinct even members
of p¯. Then π1(Ol¯) = (Z/2Z)
⊕b¯. By the description of p above, we have b¯ = b + 1.
These facts imply that Xl¯ → O¯l¯ is the finite covering associated with the universal
covering of Ol¯. Since the Jordan type p¯ of Ol¯ satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii), we
see that CodimX
l¯
Sing(Xl¯) ≥ 4 by [Na, Part 1, Proposition (2,3)]. This means that
Codim Exc(m′
Q,Q¯,0
) ≥ 2.
Case (b): g = so(n)
In [Na, Part 1, §3], we constructed a Q-factorial terminalization of X . Assume that
l has simple factors so(k), sl(k1), ..., and sl(ks). There are three cases for (X
′, O′). The
first case is when O is rather odd, and the remaining cases are when O is not rather odd.
Case (b-1): k1, ..., ks are all even and
O′ = Op ×O
[2
k1
2 ]
× ...× O
[2
ks
2 ]
⊂ so(k)⊕ sl(k1)⊕ ...⊕ sl(ks)
Here p := [drd, (d − 1)rd−1 , ..., 2r2, 1r1] is a rather odd partition of k with the following
conditions.
(i) ri is even for each even i
(ii) For any couple (i, j) of adjacent members, |i−j| ≤ 4. Moreover |i−j| = 4 occurs
only when i and j are both odd. The smallest member of p is smaller than 4.
Moreover, if we put mi := rd + rd−1 + ... + ri, then
k1
2
, ..., ks
k s
respectively coincide
with some mi’s.
We shall prove that deg(mQ,Q¯,0) ≥ 2 never happens. In fact, there are two possibilities
for l¯.
l¯ = so(k + 2kt)⊕ sl(k1)⊕ ...⊕ sl(kt−1)⊕ sl(kt+1)⊕ ...sl(ks)⊕ z(¯l)
l¯ = so(k)⊕ sl(ki + kj)⊕ sl(k1)⊕ ...⊕ ˇsl(ki)⊕ ...⊕ ˇsl(kj)⊕ ...⊕ sl(ks)⊕ z(¯l).
In the first case, one can write kt = mi for some i. If we put
p¯ := [(d+ 4)rd, (d+ 3))rd−1, ..., (i+ 4)ri , (i− 1)ri−1 , ..., 2r2, 1r1],
then
Ol¯ = Op¯ × O
[2
k1
2 ]
× ...× O
[2
kt−1
2 ]
× O
[2
kt+1
2 ]
× ...× O
[2
ks
2 ]
.
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In the second case,
Ol¯ = Op × O
[2
ki+kj
2 ]
× O
[2
k1
2 ]
× ...× Oˇ
[2
ki
2 ]
× ...× Oˇ
[2
kj
2 ]
× ...×O
[2
ks
2 ]
.
One can check that, in both cases, mQ,Q¯,0 is birational.
Case (b-2) : O′ = Op ⊂ so(k). Here p := [d
rd, (d− 1)rd−1, ..., 2r2, 1r1] is a partition of
k with the following conditions.
(i) ri is even for each even i,
(ii) ri 6= 0 for each odd i,
(iii) ri 6= 2 for each odd i, and
(iv) ri ≥ 3 for some odd i.
Moreover, X ′ → O¯′ is the finite cover associated with the universal covering of O.
For some t, we have
l¯ = so(k + 2kt)⊕ sl(k1)⊕ ...⊕ sl(kt−1)⊕ sl(kt+1)⊕ ...sl(ks)⊕ z(¯l)
and
Ol¯ = Ind
so(k+2kt)
so(k) (O
′) ⊂ so(k + 2kt).
If deg(mQ,Q¯,0) ≥ 2, then it is an induction of type II and deg(mQ,Q¯,0) = 2. Let p¯ :=
[d¯r¯d¯, (d¯− 1)d¯r¯−1 , ..., 2r¯2, 1r¯1] be the Jordan type of Ol¯. Two partitions p and p¯ are related
as follows. There is an odd member i of p¯ with r¯i = 2, and p can be written as
p = [(d¯− 2)r¯d¯, ..., ir¯i+2 , (i− 1)r¯i+1+2+r¯i−1 , (i− 2)r¯i−2, ..., 1r¯i].
Here kt = r¯d¯ + r¯d¯−1 + ... + r¯i+1 + 1. It is checked that p¯ satisfies the conditions (i), (ii)
and (iv) by using the fact that p satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv). Let a be the number of
distinct odd members of p. Since p is not rather odd and a > 0 by the condition (iv),
we have π1(O
′) = (Z/2Z)⊕a−1. This means that deg π′Q = 2
a−1. Since deg(mQ,Q¯,0) = 2
and m′
Q,Q¯,0
is birational, we see that deg π¯ = 2a. Let a¯ be the number of distinct odd
members of p¯. By the description of p¯ above, a¯ = a + 1. Then π1(Ol¯) = (Z/2Z)
⊕a¯−1
because p is not rather odd. These facts imply that Xl → O¯l is the finite covering
associated with the universal covering of Ol. Since p¯ is not rather odd and satisfies the
conditions (i) and (ii), we have CodimXlSing(Xl) ≥ 4 by [Na, Part 1, Proposition (3.4).
This means that Codim Exc(m′
Q,Q¯,0
) ≥ 2.
Case (b-3): O′ = Op ⊂ so(k). Here p := [d
rd, (d− 1)rd−1 , ..., 2r2, 1r1] is a partition of
k with the following conditions.
(i) ri is even for each even i, and
(ii) ri = 1 for each odd i
In particular, p is rather odd. Let a be the number of distinct odd members of p.
Then we have an exact sequence
1→ Z/2Z→ π1(O
′)→ (Z/2Z)⊕min(a−1,0) → 1.
The finite cover X ′ → O¯′ is induced from the etale covering of O′ determined by the
surjection π1(O
′)→ (Z/2Z)⊕min(a−1,0). In particular, we have deg(π′Q) = 2
min(a−1,0). For
some t, we have
l¯ = so(k + 2kt)⊕ sl(k1)⊕ ...⊕ sl(kt−1)⊕ sl(kt+1)⊕ ...sl(ks)⊕ z(¯l)
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and
Ol¯ = Ind
so(k+2kt)
so(k) (O
′) ⊂ so(k + 2kt).
If deg(mQ,Q¯,0) ≥ 2, then it is an induction of type II and deg(mQ,Q¯,0) = 2. Let p¯ :=
[d¯r¯d¯, (d¯− 1)d¯r¯−1 , ..., 2r¯2, 1r¯1] be the Jordan type of Ol¯. Two partitions p and p¯ are related
as follows. There is an odd member i of p¯ with r¯i = 2, and p can be written as
p = [(d¯− 2)r¯d¯, ..., ir¯i+2 , (i− 1)r¯i+1+2+r¯i−1 , (i− 2)r¯i−2, ..., 1r¯i].
Here kt = r¯d¯+ r¯d¯−1+ ...+ r¯i+1+1. It is checked that p¯ satisfies the following conditions
(i) r¯i is even for each even i, and
(iii) r¯i 6= 0 for each odd i.
We may assume that a > 0. In fact, if a = 0, then p = [0] because p satisfies
the condition (ii). In such a case mQ,Q¯,0 is birational by [Na, Part 1, Claim (3.6.2)].
Therefore, deg(π′Q) = 2
min(a−1,0) = 2a−1. Since deg(mQ,Q¯,0) = 2 and m
′
Q,Q¯,0
is birational,
we see that deg π¯ = 2a. Let a¯ be the number of distinct odd members of p¯. By the
description of p¯ above, a¯ = a+1. Then π1(Ol¯) = (Z/2Z)
⊕a¯−1 because p is not rather odd
(bacause r¯i = 2 for some odd i). These facts imply that Xl → O¯l is the finite covering
associated with the universal covering of Ol. Since p¯ is not rather odd and satisfies the
conditions (i) and (iii), we have CodimXlSing(Xl) ≥ 4 by Proposition (3.4). This means
that Codim Exc(m′
Q,Q¯,0
) ≥ 2. 
§ 3.
Example 16 ([Na, Part 1, Example (2.5), (1)]) : Let us consider the nilpotent orbit
O[62,42] ⊂ sp(20) and let π : X → O¯[62,42] be the finite covering associated with the
universal covering of O[62,42]. We have deg(π) = 4 because the partition [6
2, 42] has
exactly two distinct even members. We can construct a Q-factorial terminalization of
X by the induction step
([14], sp(4))
TypeII
→ (O[32,22], sp(10))
TypeII
→ (O[42,22], sp(12))
TypeI
→ (O[62,42], sp(20)).
We consider the three generalized Springer maps
Sp(20)×Q4,12,4 (n4,12,4 + O¯[42,22])→ O¯[62,42],
Sp(20)×Q4,1,10,1,4 (n4,1,10,1,4 + O¯[32,22])→ Sp(20)×
Q4,12,4 (n4,12,4 + O¯[42,22]),
and
Sp(20)×Q4,1,3,4,3,1,4 n4,1,3,4,3,1,4 → Sp(20)×
Q4,1,10,1,4 (n4,1,10,1,4 + O¯[32,22]).
Composing these 3 maps together, we have a generically finite map of degree 4
Sp(20)×Q4,1,3,4,3,1,4 n4,1,3,4,3,1,4 → O¯[62,42].
This map factors through X and Sp(20)×Q4,1,3,4,3,1,4 n4,1,3,4,3,1,4 gives a crepant resolution
of X . We shall calculate how many different crepant resolutions X has.
The parabolic subgroup Q4,1,3,4,3,1,4 corresponds to the marked Dynkin diagram
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❞ ❞ ❞ t t ❞ ❞ t ❞⇐= ❞
Let L be the Levi part of Q4,1,3,4,3,1,4. One can read from the marked Dynkin diagram
that the semi simple part of l is A3 + A2 + C2. By [Ho, p.71] we see that
W ′ = (Z/2Z)⊕3.
S(L) contains exactly 6 conjugacy classes. Other 5 conjugacy classes correspond to the
following marked Dynkin diagrams (cf. Remark 11)
t ❞ ❞ ❞ t ❞ ❞ t ❞⇐= ❞
t ❞ ❞ t ❞ ❞ ❞ t ❞⇐= ❞
❞ ❞ t t ❞ ❞ ❞ t ❞⇐= ❞
❞ ❞ t ❞ ❞ ❞ t t ❞⇐= ❞
❞ ❞ ❞ t ❞ ❞ t t ❞⇐= ❞
It follows from this fact that
♯S(L) = 6|W ′| = 48.
We next consider the image of the map ρX : W˜ ′ → Aut(X/O¯[62,42]). Look at the first
marked Dynkin diagram
❞ ❞ ❞ t t ❞ ❞ t ❞⇐= ❞
α
Let Q′4,1,3,4,3,1,4 be a parabolic subgroup of Sp(20) obtained from Q4,1,3,4,3,1,4 by twist-
ing at α. Then Q4,1,3,4,3,1,4 = Adw1(Q
′
4,1,3,4,3,1,4) for a (uniquely determined) element
w1 ∈ W
′. Moreover, we have a commutative diagram
Sp(20)×Q
′
n′
m′
Q′,Q¯4,1,10,1,4,0
−−−−−−−−−→ Sp(20)×Q¯4,1,10,1,4 (n¯+X[32,22])
m′
Q,Q¯4,1,10,1,4,0
←−−−−−−−− Sp(20)×Q ny y y
Sp(20)×Q
′
n′
mQ′,Q¯4,1,10,1,4,0
−−−−−−−−−→ Sp(20)×Q¯4,1,10,1,4 (n¯+ O¯[32,22])
mQ,Q¯4,1,10,1,4,0
←−−−−−−−− Sp(20)×Q n
(32)
Here Q = Q4,1,3,4,3,1,4 and Q
′ = Q′4,1,3,4,3,1,4. The horizontal maps on the first row are
birational maps, and the horizontal maps on the second row have degree 2 because they
are determined by a type II induction. Then the birational maps on the first row are
both small by Proposition 15. We put
Yw1 := Spec Γ(Sp(20)×
Q¯4,1,10,1,4 (n¯+ O¯[32,22]),O).
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Yw1 is a double covering of O¯[62,42].
Next let Q4,3,1,4,1,3,4 be the parabolic subgroup corresponding to the marked Dynkin
diagram
❞ ❞ ❞ t ❞ ❞ t t ❞⇐= ❞
β
Let Q′4,3,1,4,1,3,4 be a parabolic subgroup of Sp(20) obtained from Q4,3,1,4,1,3,4 by twist-
ing at β. Then Q4,3,1,4,1,3,4 = Adw2(Q
′
4,3,1,4,1,3,4) for a (uniquely determined) element
w2 ∈ W
′. Moreover, we have a commutative diagram
Sp(20)×Q
′
n′
m′
Q′,Q¯4,3,6,3,4,0
−−−−−−−−→ Sp(20)×Q¯4,3,6,3,4 (n¯+X[22,12])
m′
Q,Q¯4,3,6,3,4,0
←−−−−−−−− Sp(20)×Q ny y y
Sp(20)×Q
′
n′
mQ′,Q¯4,3,6,3,4,0
−−−−−−−−→ Sp(20)×Q¯4,3,6,3,4 (n¯+ O¯[22,12])
mQ,Q¯4,3,6,3,4,0
←−−−−−−−− Sp(20)×Q n
(33)
Here Q = Q4,3,1,4,1,3,4 and Q
′ = Q′4,3,1,4,1,3,4. The horizontal maps on the first row are
birational maps, and the horizontal maps on the second row have degree 2 because they
are determined by a type II induction. Then the birational maps on the first row are
both small by Proposition 15. We put
Yw2 := Spec Γ(Sp(20)×
Q¯4,3,6,3,4 (n¯+ O¯[22,12]),O).
Yw2 is a double covering of O¯[62,42].
In our case, Y = X and W˜ ′ =W ′. By the next lemma Aut(X/Yω1) and Aut(X/Yω2)
are mutually different, index 2, subgroups of Aut(X/O¯[62,42]) = (Z/2Z)
⊕2. By Lemma
13, Im(ρX) contains both Aut(X/Yωi). This menas that
Im(ρX) = Aut(X/O¯[62,42]).
In particular,
WX = Ker(ρX) = Z/2Z.
As a consequence, we have
♯{crepant resolutions of X} = ♯S(L)/|WX | = 24.
Lemma 17. The double coverings π1 : Yω1 → O¯[62,42] and π2 : Yω2 → O¯[62,42] are
different coverings in the function field C(X) of X.
Proof. O¯[62,42] has A3-surface singularity along the orbit O[62,4,22]. This means that the
transverse slice S ⊂ O¯[62,42] for O[62,4,22] is a complex analytic germ of an A3-singularity.
We claim that π−11 (S) is isomorphic to a disjoint union of two copies of S, but π
−1
2 (S) is
isomorphic to an A1-germ. We first look at the generalized Springer map
f : Sp(20)×Q4,12,4 (n(Q4,12,4) + O¯[42,22])→ O¯[62,42]
Since this map is determined by the induction of type I, it is a birational map. The closed
subvariety Sp(20)×Q4,12,4 (n(Q4,12,4) + O¯[42,2,12]) ⊂ Sp(20)×
Q4,12,4 (n(Q4,12,4) + O¯[42,22]) is
mapped onto the subvariety O¯[62,4,22] ⊂ O¯[62,42] by f . The map
Sp(20)×Q4,12,4 (n(Q4,12,4) + O¯[42,2,12])→ O¯[62,4,22]
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is a generically finite map of degree 2 because it is determined by the type II induc-
tion. Note that Sp(20) ×Q4,12,4 (n(Q4,12,4) + O¯[42,22]) has A1-surface singularity along
Sp(20) ×Q4,12,4 (n(Q4,12,4) + O[42,2,12]). Therefore we conclude that f
−1(S) is a crepant
partial resolution of the A3-singularity with one exceptional curve C ∼= P
1 and f−1(S)
has two A1-singularities at two points p+, p− ∈ C. We next look at the generalized
Springer maps
g1 : Sp(20)×
Q¯4,1,10,1,4 (n¯+ O¯[32,22])→ Sp(20)×
Q4,12,4 (n(Q4,12,4) + O¯[42,22])
g2 : Sp(20)×
Q¯4,3,6,3,4 (n¯+ O¯[22,12])→ Sp(20)×
Q4,12,4 (n(Q4,12,4) + O¯[42,22])
and observe g−11 (p) and g
−1
2 (p) for a point p ∈ C. The map g1 can be described as
Sp(20)×Q¯4,1,10,1,4 (n¯+ O¯[32,22]) = Sp(20)×
Q4,12,4 (Q4,12,4 ×
Q¯4,1,10,1,4 (n¯+ O¯[32,22]))
= Sp(20)×Q4,12,4{n(Q4,12,4)×(L(Q4,12,4)×
L(Q4,12,4)∩Q¯4,1,10,1,4(n(L(Q4,12,4)∩Q¯4,1,10,1,4)+O¯[32,22]))}
−→ Sp(20)×Q4,12,4 {n(Q4,12,4)× L(Q4,12,4) · (n(L(Q4,12,4) ∩ Q¯4,1,10,1,4) + O¯[32,22])
= Sp(20)×Q4,12,4 (n(Q4,12,4) + O¯[42,22])
Therefore g1 is obtained from the map
L(Q4,12,4)×
L(Q4,12,4)∩Q¯4,1,10,1,4 (n(L(Q4,12,4) ∩ Q¯4,1,10,1,4) + O¯[32,22])
→ L(Q4,12,4) · (n(L(Q4,12,4) ∩ Q¯4,1,10,1,4) + O¯[32,22])
by taking Sp(20)×Q4,12,4 (n(Q4,12,4)×·). This map is nothing but the generalized Springer
map
g¯1 : Sp(12)×
Q1,10,1 (n(Q1,10,1) + O¯[32,22])→ O¯[42,22].
Similarly, g2 is obtained from the generalized Springer map
g¯2 : Sp(12)×
Q3,6,3 (n(Q3,6,3) + O¯[22,12])→ O¯[42,22].
Write p ∈ Sp(20) ×Q4,12,4 (n(Q4,12,4) + O¯[42,22]) as p = [h, z + x] with h ∈ Sp(20), z ∈
n(Q4,12,4) and x ∈ O¯[42,22]. Then
g−11 (p) = [h, z + g¯
−1
1 (x)]
∼= g¯−11 (x), g
−1
2 (p) = [h, z + g¯
−1
2 (x)]
∼= g¯−12 (x).
Case 1: p = p+ or p = p−.
In this case we have x ∈ O[42,2,12]. In order to see the fibers g¯
−1
1 (x) and g¯
−1
2 (x), we
introduce a basis {e(i, j)} of the symplectic vector space C12 so that
(a) {e(i, j)} is a Jordan basis for x, i.e. x · e(i, j) = e(i − 1, j) for i > 1 and
x · e(1, j) = 0.
(b) 〈e(i, j), e(q, r)〉 6= 0 if and only if q = dj − i + 1 and r = β(j). Here β is a
permutation of {1, 2, ..., s} such that β2 = id, dβ(j) = dj, and β(j) 6= j if dj is odd (cf.
[S-S], p.259, see also [C-M], 5.1).
In our case d1 = d2 = 4, d3 = 2 and d4 = d5 = 1. Hence β(4) = 5, β(5) = 4 and
β(3) = 3. After a suitable basis change of the subspace space Σ1≤i≤4, 1≤j≤2Ce(i, j), we
may also assume that β(1) = 2 and β(2) = 1.
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e(1,1)e(2,1)e(3,1)e(4,1)
e(1,2)e(2,2)e(3,2)e(4,2)
e(1,3)e(2,3)
e(1,4)
e(1,5)
If we put F0 = Ce(1, 1), then F0 ⊂ F
⊥
0 is an isotropic flag such that x · F0 = 0,
x ·C12 ⊂ F⊥0 , and x is an endomorphism of F
⊥
0 /F0 with Jordan type [3
2, 2, 12]. On the
other hand, F ′0 := Ce(1, 2) and (F
′
0)
⊥ also satisfy the same property. These two flags
are only those flags of type (1, 10, 1) which have the property
(i) x · F = 0, x ·C12 ⊂ F⊥, and
(ii) x is an endomorphism of F⊥/F = C10 with x ∈ O¯[32,22].
This means that g¯−11 (p) consists of two points. Moreover, these two points are lying
on the locus
Sp(12)×Q1,10,1 (n(Q1,10,1) +O[32,2,12]) ⊂ Sp(12)×
Q1,10,1 (n(Q1,10,1) + O¯[32,22])
Note that Sp(12)×Q1,10,1 (n(Q1,10,1) + O¯[32,22]) has A1 singularities along Sp(12)×
Q1,10,1
(n(Q1,10,1) +O[32,2,12]).
We next consider the fiber g¯−12 (p). If we put F0 := Ce(1, 1)⊕Ce(1, 2)⊕Ce(1, 3), then
F0 ⊂ F
⊥
0 is an isotropic flag such that x ·F0 = 0, x ·C
6 ⊂ F⊥0 , and x is an endomorphism
of F⊥0 /F0 with Jordan type [2
2, 12]. This is the only isotropic flag of type (3, 6, 3) which
have the property
(i) x · F = 0, x ·C6 ⊂ F⊥, and
(ii) x is an endomorphism of F⊥/F = C6 with x ∈ O¯[22,12].
Therefore g¯−12 (p) consists of one point.
Case 2: p 6= p+, p−.
In this case x ∈ O[42,22]. Since g¯1 and g¯2 are both generalized Springer map made
from type II inductions, we conclude that g¯−11 (p) and g¯
−1
2 (p) respectively consist of two
points.
By these observations, we see that
1. (f ◦ g1)
−1(S) is isomorphic to a disjoint union of two copies of f−1(S).
2. (f ◦g2)
−1(S) is isomorphic to the minimal resolution of an A1-singularity. The map
(f ◦ g2)
−1(S) → f−1(S) is a double covering only ramified at p+ and p−. Here g
−1
2 (C)
corresponds to the exceptional curve of the minimal resolution of an A1-singularity.
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Let us consider the commutative diagrams
Sp(20)×Q¯4,1,10,1,4 (n¯+ O¯[32,22])
g1
−−−→ Sp(20)×Q4,12,4 (n(Q4,12,4) + O¯[42,22])
f1
y fy
Yω1
pi1−−−→ O¯[62,42]
(34)
Sp(20)×Q¯4,3,6,3,4 (n¯+ O¯[22,12])
g2
−−−→ Sp(20)×Q4,12,4 (n(Q4,12,4) + O¯[42,22])
f2
y fy
Yω2
pi2−−−→ O¯[62,42]
(35)
Here (f ◦ g1)
−1(S) is mapped to a disjoint union of two copies of an A3-singularity
by f1. On the other hand, (f ◦ g2)
−1(S) is mapped to an A1-singularity by f2. 
Example 18 ([Na, Part 1, Example (3.10), (2)]): Let X be a finite covering of
O¯[113,32,1] ⊂ so(40) associated with the universal covering of O[113,32,1]. By inductions of
type I and of type II
[113, 32, 1]
TypeI
← [93, 32, 1]
TypeI
← [73, 32, 1]
TypeI
← [53, 32, 1]
TypeII
← [33, 22, 1]
we finally get a partition [33, 22, 1] of 14. Let Q¯ ⊂ SO(40) be a parabolic subgroup
stabilizing an isotropic flag of type (3, 3, 3, 4, 14, 4, 3, 3, 3) and put Q := ρ−140 (Q¯) for
ρ40 : Spin(40) → SO(40). Let us consider the nilpotent orbit O[33,22,1] ⊂ so(14). Let
X[33,22,1] → O¯[33,22,1] be a finite covering associated with the universal covering of O[33,22,1].
Then
Spin(40)×Q (n+X[33,22,1])
is a Q-factorial terminalization of X . Fix a Borel subgroup B of Spin(40) with B ⊂ Q
and a maximal torus T ⊂ B. We denote by {αi}1≤i≤20 the simple roots determined by
B. Then the parabolic subgroup Q corresponds to the marked Dynkin diagram of type
D20:
❞ ❞ t
α3
❞ ❞ t
α6
❞ ❞ t
α9
❞ ❞ ❞ t
α13
- - - ❞ 
❞
❅ ❞
Put h := Lie(T ) and define h∗R ⊂ h
∗ to be the real vector space spanned by all simple
roots. Let I := {αi}1≤i≤20,i 6=3,6,9,13 and denote by ΦI the root subsystem of Φ generated
by I. The semisimple part of the Levi part L of Spin(40) is 3A2 +A3 +D7 and its root
system is nothing but ΦI . By [Ho, p.71] we have
W ′ = W (B3)×W (B1).
We shall explicitly describe W ′ in terms of twists.
We have
H2(Spin(40)/Q,R) ∼= Homalg.gp(L,C
∗)⊗Z R = {x ∈ h
∗
R; (x, αi) = 0 for all αi ∈ I},
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where ( , ) is the Killing form on h∗R. By the Killing form we identify h
∗
R with hR(=
dual space of h∗R). Thus Homalg.gp(L,C
∗) ⊗Z R can be identified with the subspace of
hR consisting of the elements which kill all αi ∈ I.
We twist the Q by α3:
❞
α1
❞
α2
t
α3
❞
α4
❞
α5
t
α6
- - -
❞
−α5
❞
−α4
t
−α3
❞
−α2
❞
−α1
t
∑
1≤i≤6 αi
- - -
Then the twist by α3 induces an automorphism T3 of h
∗
R. In particular, we have
T3(α3) = −α3, T3(α6) =
∑
1≤i≤6
αi, T3(α9) = α9, T3(α13) = α13
We define an automorphism T t3 of hR by
〈T t3(φ), ·〉 = 〈φ, T3(·)〉, φ ∈ hR
Since T3(
∑
αi∈I
Rαi) =
∑
αi∈I
Rαi, the automorphism T
t
3 induces an automorphism of
Homalg.gp(L,C
∗)⊗Z R ⊂ hR. If we write
h∗R/
∑
αi∈I
αi = Rα3 ⊕Rα6 ⊕Rα9 ⊕Rα13,
then
Homalg.gp(L,C
∗)⊗Z R = Rα
∗
3 ⊕Rα
∗
6 ⊕Rα
∗
9 ⊕Rα
∗
13.
Then we have
T t3(α
∗
3) = −α
∗
3 + α
∗
6, T
t
3(α
∗
6) = α
∗
6, T
t
3(α
∗
9) = α
∗
9, T
t
3(α
∗
13) = α
∗
13.
We next twist Q by α6:
- - t
α3
❞
α4
❞
α5
t
α6
❞
α7
❞
α8
t
α9
- - -
- - t
∑
1≤i≤8 αi
❞
−α8
❞
−α7
t
−α6
❞
−α5
❞
−α4
t
∑
4≤i≤9 αi
- - -
Let T6 be the automorphism of hR determined by the twist by α6. Then
T6(α3) =
∑
1≤i≤8
αi, T6(α6) = −α6, T6(α9) =
∑
4≤i≤9
αi, T6(α13) = α13.
By using this we see that the automorphism T t6 of Homalg.gp(L,C
∗)⊗Z R is given by
T t6(α
∗
3) = α
∗
3, T
t
6(α
∗
6) = α
∗
3 − α
∗
6 + α
∗
9, T
t
6(α
∗
9) = α
∗
9, T
t
6(α
∗
13) = α
∗
13.
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We finally twist Q by α13:
- - t
α9
❞
α10
❞
α11
❞
α12
t
α13
❞
α14
❞
α15
❞
α16
❞
α17
❞
α18 
 
❞
α19
❅
❅ ❞α20
- - t
α9 + 2
∑
10≤i≤18 αi + α19 + α20
❞
−α10
❞
−α11
❞
−α12
t
−α13
❞
−α14
❞
−α15
❞
−α16
❞
−α17
❞ −α18 
 
❞
−α20
❅
❅ ❞−α19
Let T13 be the automorphism of hR determined by the twist by α13. Then
T13(α3) = α3, T13(α6) = α6,
T13(α9) = α9 + 2
∑
10≤i≤18
αi + α19 + α20 T13(α13) = −α13.
By using this we see that the automorphism T t13 of Homalg.gp(L,C
∗)⊗Z R is given by
T t13(α
∗
3) = α
∗
3, T
t
13(α
∗
6) = α
∗
6, T
t
13(α
∗
9) = α
∗
9, T
t
13(α
∗
13) = 2α
∗
9 − α
∗
13.
We need one more twisting transformation to describe W ′. In order to find the
twisting, we must start with the parabolic subgroup Q′ obtained from Q by the twist at
α9. The parabolic subgroup Q
′ corresponds to the marked Dynkin diagram
❞ ❞ t
α3
❞ ❞ t
α6 + α9
❞ ❞ ❞ t
−α9
❞ ❞ t
∑
7≤i≤13 αi
- - - ❞ 
❞
❅ ❞
We illustrate the marked Dynkin diagram in more details around the vertex
∑
7≤i≤13 αi.
- - t
−α9
❞
−α8
❞
−α7
t∑
7≤i≤13 αi
❞
α14
❞
α15
❞
α16
❞
α17
❞
α18 
 
❞
α19
❅
❅ ❞α20
If we twist Q′ by
∑
7≤i≤13 αi, then we get
- - t
α9 + 2
∑
10≤i≤18 αi + α19 + α20
❞
α8
❞
α7
t
−
∑
7≤i≤13 αi
❞
−α14
❞
−α15
❞
−α16
❞
−α17
❞ −α18 
 
❞
−α20
❅
❅ ❞−α19
Let T9+13 be the automorphism of hR determined by the twist by
∑
7≤i≤13 αi. Then
T9+13(α3) = α3, T9+13(α6 + α9) = α6 + α9,
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T9+13(−α9) = α9 + 2
∑
10≤i≤18
αi + α19 + α20, T9+13(
∑
7≤i≤13
αi) = −
∑
7≤i≤13
αi.
By using this we see that the automorphism T t9+13 of Homalg.gp(L,C
∗)⊗Z R is given by
T t9+13(α
∗
3) = α
∗
3, T
t
9+13(α
∗
6) = α
∗
6, T
t
9+13(α
∗
9) = 2α
∗
6 − α
∗
9, T
t
9+13(α
∗
13) = 2α
∗
6 − 2α
∗
9 + α
∗
13.
We introduce here a new basis α∗3, α
∗
6, α
∗
9 and α
∗
9 − α
∗
13 on Homalg.gp(L,C
∗) ⊗Z R.
With respect to this basis, we have the following matrix representation.
T t3 =


−1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 , T t6 =


1 1 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1

 , T t9+13 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 2 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1


and
T t13 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1

 .
One can easily read off that
〈T t3, T
t
6 , T
t
9+13〉 =W (B3), 〈T
t
13〉 = W (B1), 〈T
t
3, T
t
6 , T
t
9+13, T
t
13〉 = W (B3)×W (B1)
Let us compute how many Q-factorial terminalizations X has. S(L) contains 4
conjugacy classes. Two of them are those classes which respectively contain Q and Q′.
Other two classes are given by the marked Dynkin diagrams (cf. Remark 11):
❞ ❞ t ❞ ❞ ❞ t ❞ ❞ t ❞ ❞ t - - - ❞ 
❞
❅ ❞
❞ ❞ ❞ t ❞ ❞ t ❞ ❞ t ❞ ❞ t - - - ❞ 
❞
❅ ❞
Therefore
♯S(L) = 4 · |W ′| = 4 · 96 = 384
Note thatX[33,22,1] → O¯[33,22,1] is a double covering. Recall that there is an exact sequence
1→WX → W
′ ρ¯X→ Aut(X/O¯)/Aut(X[33,22,1]/O¯[33,22,1])(= Z/2Z)
Let ω3 (resp. ω6, ω9+13, ω13) be an element of W
′ determined by the twist T t3 (resp. T
t
6 ,
T t9+13, T
t
13). Then
ρ¯X(ω3) = ρ¯X(ω6) = ρ¯X(ω3+19) = 0, ρ¯X(ω13) = 1¯
This means that
WX =W (B3).
35
As a consequence, we have
♯{Q−factorial terminalizations of X} = ♯S(L)/|WX | = 8.

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